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Links to SFL Machines 
 

SFL Machine Link 

Inquiry-based http://inquiry.superfastlearning.eu/  

Problem-based http://problem.superfastlearning.eu/  

Scenario-based http://scenario.superfastlearning.eu/  

Dataset-based http://dataset.superfastlearning.eu/  

 

  

http://inquiry.superfastlearning.eu/
http://problem.superfastlearning.eu/
http://scenario.superfastlearning.eu/
http://dataset.superfastlearning.eu/
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Introduction 
 

The main objective of eSTEM project is to increase the capacity of lecturers and educators in 

developing high quality online training contents, by increasing their awareness about 4 

pedagogical methods (inquiry-based, dataset-based, problem-based, scenario-based) and 

providing some “tricks” to follow them easily and quickly. 

The “tricks” designed by the partnership are 4 toolboxes, one for each pedagogical method, 

comprising guidelines, examples of application and, in particular, a dedicated IT tool called 

SuperFastLearning (SFL) machine. As their names suggest, SFL machines are designed for 

speeding up the development of STEM learning contents, by supporting the analysis of 

documentation used by lecturers as technical and scientific source. 

SFL machines adopt Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms to identify relevant 

information in the inputted texts. Every SFL machine, on the basis of the respective 

pedagogical method, is focused on the extraction of some peculiar kinds of textual 

information. 

For inquiry-based learning method, the SFL machine is focused on the extraction and 

classification of questions from texts, but also on the creation of new questions from 

declarative sentences. The SFL machine for Dataset-based approach is focused on 

identification of references to tables and images in the documents. Subsequently, said 

references are clustered in order to find homogeneous datasets to support learning 

methodologies. For scenario-based learning the IT tool is focused on the extraction of pairs 

made of questions and related answers. Finally, for problem-based approach the SFL machine 

combines the functionalities of the SFLMs dedicated to inquiry-based learning and scenario-

based learning, i.e., it extracts and infers questions from the inputted texts, it classifies the 

extracted questions and it creates pairs of questions and answers. 
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1. General functions 

The following functions are shared among all the SFL machines. 

1.1. Input a file 

SFL machines receive in input files in several formats such as .pdf, .docx, .pptx and .txt. To 

provide the input, drag and drop the file in the specific file uploader box. 

 

IMAGE 1: DRAG AND DROP OF FILE INPUT TO THE PLATFORM 

Input can also be browsed by clicking the Browse files button and selecting one or more files. 

 

 

IMAGE 2: BROWSE FILES FROM A LOCAL DIRECTORY 
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1.2. Document type selection 
All SFL machines allow the user to select the document type immediately after the input 

upload. The doc_type can be changed at every moment, by selecting one from the list and 

then clicking on the Confirm button. The action should be repeated for each inputted file. 

 

IMAGE 3: DOCUMENT TYPE SELECTION – LIST OF DOCUMENT TYPES 

1.3. Pages selection 
All SFL machines allow the user to select a subset of pages to be analyzed. Once a file is loaded 

and document type is chosen, the user can insert an interval of pages of interest, by inserting 

the number of pages that are endpoints of the desired interval, as in the following image. The 

selection can be repeated for each inputted file. If the user wants to process the whole 

document, no page specification is needed. 

 

IMAGE 4: SELECTION OF PAGES 
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1.4. Operations on tables 
Tables in output can be sorted (both ascending and descending) by clicking on the desired 

column. 

 

IMAGE 5: TABLE SORTING 

Furthermore, it is possible to visualize tables full screen, in order to have a more complete 

preview of output. To enable full screen visualization, the user should click on the top right of 

the table. Similarly, the same symbol can be clicked to return to classic visualization, when in 

full screen mode. 

 

IMAGE 6: VIEW OUTPUT ON FULL SCREEN - 1 
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IMAGE 7: VIEW OUTPUT ON FULL SCREEN - 2 

 

1.5. Other functions  
From the menu on the top right of the page, other features can be selected. It’s possible to 

run again the process from the Rerun option (also possible by clicking R on the keyboard); it 

can be very useful in case the process is interrupted by the Stop button). Also Record a 

screencast is possible, together with the Report a bug, Get help about the platform and have 

further information (through About section) about the platform. Finally, also general Settings 

can be selected.  

 
IMAGE 8: OTHER FUNCTIONS  

Settings regard both development side and appearance side. 
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IMAGE 9: SETTINGS ON DETAIL 

2. Inquiry-based approach 
SFL Machine for Inquiry-based approach extracts questions from documents uploaded in 

input. Once the input file is loaded, the user can choose the page numbers of interest. If the 

user wants to process the whole document, no page specification is needed.  

Once a selection of pages is chosen, the user can insert one or more keywords as topics of 

interest and press Enter, as shown in the following image. The relevance score is calculated 

on the basis of presence of inserted topics into extracted sentences. Hence, at least one topic 

should be inserted in order to allow relevance score calculation. 

 

IMAGE 10: TOPICS INSERTION 

By clicking the Extract button, the user receives an output as shown in the following image. 
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IMAGE 11: INQUIRY-BASED APPROACH RESULTS WITH CUSTOM TOPIC 

Every extraction in output contains questions (Q), and sentence (S) from which they are 

produced. Furthermore, each extraction shows a relevance score (R) in the interval [0,1] and 

the attribution of the extraction to one or more levels of Bloom taxonomy.  

Finally, all scenario questions can be downloaded through the Download inquiry-

questions.xlsx button. 

 

3. Problem-based approach 
Similar to Inquiry-based approach, the SFL Machine for Problem-based approach extracts 

questions from documents uploaded in input. The user can choose the page numbers of 

interest. If the user wants to process the whole document, no page specification is needed.  

Once a selection of pages is chosen, the user can insert one or more keywords as topics of 

interest and press Enter, as previously shown. The relevance score is based on the presence 

of inserted topics into extracted sentences. Hence, at least one topic should be inserted to 

allow the calculation of a relevance score. 

By clicking the Extract button, the user receives an output that is divided in three sub-sections: 

• Reading time 

• Filters 

• Extracted questions 

The Reading Time section reports the minimum and the maximum expected reading time for 

each of the inputted documents, as shown in the next figure. The calculated reading time 

refers to the previously selected number of pages, i.e., anytime a user indicates an interval of 

pages to which the SFL Machine should be limited, the reading time will be then calculated 

considering exclusively that specific interval of pages. In case the user does not indicate any 

interval, the reading time regards the entire document. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloom%27s_taxonomy
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IMAGE 12: PROBLEM-BASED APPROACH READING TIME. 

The Extracted Questions section contains the list of the questions and answers extracted from 

the inputted texts. The questions are reported in a collapsed form (see next figure). Near each 

question there is a checkbox that can be used to select or un-select a question for the sake of 

the downloadable .xlsx file, containing the overall output. All questions are checked by default 

so if a user unchecks a question, this will be removed from the downloadable file. 

 

 

IMAGE 13: PROBLEM-BASED APPROACH EXTRACTED QUESTIONS IN COLLAPSED FORM. 
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By expanding each question, the user will find the following elements: 

• Q: the extracted question. 

• A: the formulated answer. 

• S: the original sentence from which both the question and the answer have been 
extracted. 

• R: the relevance score. 

• B: the assessed first level of the bloom taxonomy. 

• F: the file from which the sentence, question and answer were gathered. 

 

IMAGE 14: PROBLEM-BASED APPROACH EXTRACTED QUESTIONS IN EXPANDED FORM. 

The FIlters section enables the user to filter the Extracted questions through a set of filters, as 

shown in the next figure. 

• By inserting a term in the Textual filter bar, the user can filter the output according to 
a specific concept of interest. The inserted term will be researched within the question 
text and the answer text.  

• The Bloom Taxonomy Filter reports a list of terms referring to the first level of the 
Bloom Taxonomy. By selecting a specific branch of the Bloom Taxonomy, only those 
questions that have been classified accordingly will be shown. 

• The Files filter may be used to select those questions coming from specific sources, 
from the ones that have previously been inputted. 

• The Min Relevance Filter enables the user to set a minimum threshold for the relevance 
score of each extracted question. Only those question with a relevance score higher 
than the threshold will be shown. 
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IMAGE 15: PROBLEM-BASED APPROACH FILTERS. 

Finally, the user can download the output in xlsx format by clicking the Download problem-

stats.xlsx button on the left of the page. 

4. Scenario-based approach 
SFL Machine for Scenario-based approach extracts questions and answers from documents 

uploaded in input. Beyond questions and answers, also sentences from which they are 

extracted are returned. The questions and answers are ranked by relevance score. They can 

be extracted from the whole document or in specific pages. Once the input file is loaded, the 

user can choose the page numbers of interest. If the user wants to process the whole 

document, no page specification is needed. 

Once a selection of pages is chosen, the user can insert one or more keywords as topics of 

interest and press Enter, as shown in the following image. The relevance score is calculated 

on the basis of presence of inserted topics into extracted sentences. Hence, at least one topic 

should be inserted in order to allow relevance score calculation. 
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IMAGE 16: TOPICS INSERTION 

After, by clicking the Extract button, the user receives an output as shown in the following 

image. 
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IMAGE 17: SCENARIO-BASED APPROACH - OUTPUT 

Every extraction in output contains questions(Q), answers(A) and sentence(S) from which they 

are produced. Furthermore, a relevance score (R) in the interval [0,1] is shown for each 

extraction. 

Finally, all scenario questions can be downloaded through the Download scenario-

questions.xlsx button. 

 

5. Dataset-based Approach 
The Dataset-based approach is focused on identification of references to tables and images 

into documents. Subsequently, said references are clustered in order to find homogeneous 

datasets to support learning methodologies. 

Once the input file is loaded, the user can choose document type and page numbers of 

interest. 

The output is a set of tables, each of them contains a sentences’ cluster. An additional table, 

named clusters_info, contains descriptive information about each cluster. 
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IMAGE 18: DATASET-BASED APPROACH OUTPUT – CLUSTERS_INFO TABLE 

Each cluster is selectable from the dropdown menu on the left. Once a cluster is chosen, as 

shown in the image below, displayed data are respectively: filename, filetype, page, 

paragraph related to the reference identified in the document (column sentence) and related 

to a specific image or table (column match). The cluster others contains all contents not 

homogenous with the other clusters. 

Finally, the user can download all the clusters in xlsx format by clicking the Download dataset-

clusters.xlsx button on the left of the page. 

 

IMAGE 19: DATASET-BASED APPROACH – OUTPUT – EXAMPLE OF A CLUSTER 

 

 


